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QUESTION 1

You are building a streaming data analysis solution that will process approximately 1 TB of data weekly. 

You plan to use Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics to create alerts on real-time data. The data must be preserved for
deeper analysis at a later date. 

You need to recommend a storage solution for the alert data. The solution must meet the following requirements: 

Support scaling up without any downtime 

Minimize data storage costs. 

What should you recommend using to store the data? 

A. Azure Data Lake 

B. Azure SQL Database 

C. Azure SQL Data Warehouse 

D. Apache Kafka 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

the others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have an Apache Spark system that contains 5 TB of data. 

You need to write queries that analyze the data in the system. The queries must meet the following requirements: 

Use static data typing. 

Execute queries as quickly as possible. 

Have access to the latest language features. 

Solution: You write the queries by using Java. 

A. Yes 

B. No 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You use Microsoft Azure Data Factory to orchestrate data movements and data transformations within Azure. 

You plan to monitor the data factory to ensure that all of the activity slices run successfully. 

You need to identify a solution to rerun failed slices. 

What should you do? 

A. From the Diagram tile on the Data Factory blade of the Azure portal, double-click the pipeline that has a failed slice. 

B. Move the data factory to a different resource group. 

C. From the Azure portal, select the Data slice blade, and then click Run. 

D. Delete and recreate the data factory. 

Correct Answer: C 

Once you troubleshoot and debug failures in a pipeline, you can re-run failures by navigating to the error slice and
clicking the Run button on the command bar. 

References: https://github.com/Huachao/azure-content/blob/master/articles/data-factory/data-factory-monitor-manage-
pipelines.md 
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QUESTION 4

Your Microsoft Azure subscription contains several data sources that use the same XML schema. 

You plan to process the data sources in parallel. 

You need to recommend a compute strategy to minimize the cost of processing the data sources. 

What should you recommend including in the compute strategy? 

A. Microsoft SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) on an Azure virtual machine 

B. Azure Batch 

C. a Linux HPC cluster in Azure 

D. a Windows HPC cluster in Azure 

Correct Answer: B 

By running more than one task simultaneously on each compute node in your Azure Batch pool, you can maximize
resource usage on a smaller number of nodes in the pool. For some workloads, this can result in shorter job times and
lower cost. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/batch/batch-parallel-node-tasks 

 

QUESTION 5

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

the others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You plan to implement a new data warehouse. 

You have the following information regarding the data warehouse: 

The first data files for the data warehouse will be available in a few days. 

Most queries that will be executed against the data warehouse are ad-hoc. 

The schemas of data files that will be loaded to the data warehouse change often. 

One month after the planned implementation, the data warehouse will contain 15 TB of data. 

You need to recommend a database solution to support the planned implementation. 

Solution: You recommend an Apache Spark system. 

Does this meet the goal? 
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A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You have an Apache Spark cluster on Microsoft Azure HDInsight for all analytics workloads. 

You plan to build a Spark streaming application that processes events ingested by using Azure Event Hubs. 

You need to implement checkpointing in the Spark streaming application for high availability of the event data. 

In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move all actions from the list of actions to the answer area
and arrange them in correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

Step 1: Create a SparkConf object 

SparkConf. Spark properties control most application settings and are configured separately for each application. These
properties can be set directly on a SparkConf passed to your SparkContext. 

Step 2: Create a StreamingContext 

Example: 

val conf = new SparkConf().setMaster("local[2]").setAppName("NetworkWordCount") 
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val ssc = new StreamingContext(conf, Seconds(1)) 

Step 3: Create a stream 

Step 4: Set the checkpoint directory for the StreamingContext 

Set a checkpoint directory in an HDFS-compatible file system with streamingContext.checkpoint(hdfsDirectory). 

Step 5: Set the checkpoint interval for the stream 

tried to write in C++ but mostly fall back to the better know C 

References: 

https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/streaming-programming-guide.html#checkpointing 

 

QUESTION 7

Overview: 

Litware, Inc. is a company that manufactures personal devices to track physical activity and other health-related data. 

Litware has a health tracking application that sends health-related data from a user\\'s personal device to Microsoft
Azure. 

Litware has three development and commercial offices. The offices are located in the United States, Luxembourg, and
India. 

Litware products are sold worldwide. Litware has commercial representatives in more than 80 countries. 

Existing Environment: 

In addition to using desktop computers in all of the offices, Litware recently started using Microsoft Azure resources and
services for both development and operations. 

Litware has an Azure Machine Learning solution. 

Litware recently extended its platform to provide third-party companies with the ability to upload data from devices to
Azure. The data can be aggregated across multiple devices to provide users with a comprehensive view of their global 

health activity. 

While the upload from each device is small, potentially more than 100 million devices will upload data daily by using an
Azure event hub. Each health activity has a small amount of data, such as activity type, start date/time, and end
date/time. 

Each activity is limited to a total of 3 KB and includes a customer identification key. 

In addition to the Litware health tracking application, the users\\' activities can be reported to Azure by using an open
API. 

The developers at Litware perform Machine Learning experiments to recommend an appropriate health activity based
on the past three activities of a user. 

The Litware developers train a model to recommend the best activity for a user based on the hour of the day. 
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Requirements: 

Litware plans to extend the existing dashboard features so that health activities can be compared between the users
based on age, gender, and geographic region. 

Minimize the costs associated with transferring data from the event hub to Azure Storage. 

Litware identifies the following technical requirements: 

Data from the devices must be stored for three years in a format that enables the fast processing of date fields and
filtering. 

The third-party companies must be able to use the Litware Machine Learning models to generate recommendations to
their users by using a third-party application. 

Any changes to the health tracking application must ensure that the Litware developers can run the experiments without
interrupting or degrading the performance of the production environment. 

Activity tracking data must be available to all of the Litware developers for experimentation. The developers must be
prevented from accessing the private information of the users. 

When the Litware health tracking application asks users how they feel, their responses must be reported to Azure. 

The health tracking application uses the features of a live dashboard to provide historical and trending. 

You need to recommend which processing model must be used to process the following types of data: 

The top three activities per user on rainy days 

The top three activities per user during the last 24 hours 

The top activities per geographic region during last 24 hours 

The most common sequences of three activities in a row for all of the users 

Which processing model should you recommend for each date type? To answer, select the appropriate options in the
answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 8

You have a Microsoft Azure data factory. 

You assign administrative roles to the users in the following table. 
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You discover that several new data factory instances were created. 

You need to ensure that only User5 can create a new data factory instance. 

Which two roles should you change? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. User2 to Reader 

B. User3 to Contributor 

C. User1 to Reader 

D. User4 to Contributor 

E. User5 to Administrator 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 9

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

the others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You plan to deploy a Microsoft Azure SQL data warehouse and a web application. 

The data warehouse will ingest 5 TB of data from an on-premises Microsoft SQL Server database daily. The web
application will query the data warehouse. 

You need to design a solution to ingest data into the data warehouse. 

Solution: You use SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) to transfer data from SQL Server to Azure SQL Data
Warehouse. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 
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B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Integration Services (SSIS) is a powerful and flexible Extract Transform and Load (ETL) tool that supports complex
workflows, data transformation, and several data loading options. The main drawback is speed. We should use
Polybase instead. 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/integration-services/sql-server-integration-services 

 

QUESTION 10

You have a Microsoft Azure Data Factory that loads data to an analytics solution. 

You receive an alert that an error occurred during the last processing of a data stream. 

You debug the problem and solve an error. 

You need to process the data stream that caused the error. 

What should you do? 

A. From Azure Cloud Shell, run the az dla job command. 

B. From Azure Cloud Shell, run the az batch job enable command. 

C. From PowerShell, run the Resume-AzureRmDataFactoryPipeline cmdlet. 

D. From PowerShell, run the Set-AzureRmDataFactorySliceStatus cmdlet. 

Correct Answer: D 

ADF operates on data in batches known as slices. Slices are obtained by querying data over a date-time window--for
example, a slice may contain data for a specific hour, day, or week. References: https://blogs.msdn.microsoft.com/bigda
tasupport/2016/08/31/rerunning-many-slices-and-activities-in-azure-data-factory/ 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to create a new Microsoft Azure data factory by using Azure PowerShell. The data factory will have a pipeline
that copies data to and from Azure Storage. 

Which four cmdlets should you use in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate cmdlets from the list of cmdlets to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Perform these operations in the following order: 

1. Create a data factory. 

2. Create linked services. 

3. Create datasets. 

4. Create a pipeline. 

Step 1: New-AzureRMDataFactory 

Create a data factory 

The New-AzureRmDataFactory cmdlet creates a data factory with the specified resource group name and location. 
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Step 2: New-AzureRMDataFactoryLinkedService 

Create linked services in a data factory to link your data stores and compute services to the data factory. 

The New-AzureRmDataFactoryLinkedService cmdlet links a data store or a cloud service to Azure Data Factory. 

Step 3: New-AzureRMDataFactoryDataset 

You define a dataset that represents the data to copy from a source to a sink. It refers to the Azure Storage linked
service you created in the previous step. 

The New-AzureRmDataFactoryDataset cmdlet creates a dataset in Azure Data Factory. 

Step 4: New-AzureRMDataFactoryPipeline 

You create a pipeline. 

The New-AzureRmDataFactoryPipeline cmdlet creates a pipeline in Azure Data Factory. 

References: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/quickstart-create-data-factory-powershell 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/azurerm.datafactories/new-azurermdatafactory 

 

QUESTION 12

You have four on-premises Microsoft SQL Server data sources as described in the following table. 

You plan to create three Azure data factories that will interact with the data sources as described in the following table 

You need to deploy Microsoft Data Management Gateway to support the Azure Data Factory deployment. The solution
must use new servers to host the instances of Data Management Gateway. 

What is the minimum number of new servers and date management gateways you should you deploy? To answer,
select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: 3 

Box 2: 3 

Considerations for using gateway 

A single instance of Data Management Gateway can be used for multiple on-premises data sources. However, a single
gateway instance is tied to only one Azure data factory and cannot be shared with another data factory. 

You can have only one instance of Data Management Gateway installed on a single machine. Suppose, you have two
data factories that need to access on-premises data sources, you need to install gateways on two on-premises
computers. 

In other words, a gateway is tied to a specific data factory. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/data-factory-data-management-gateway 
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